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Q4 Summary  

The fourth quarter of 2022 provided a positive return for credit assets. Markets rallied on hope the Federal 
Reserve would slow their pace of tightening following weaker than expected inflation numbers. Part of the 
rally was given back at the end of the quarter as the December Open Market Committee meeting showed 
the Federal Reserve still has intentions to hike through the coming year. The quarter finished in the green 
capping a volatile year for credit.  

Outlook – Headers & Lifts 

Sport analogies in investing are not new. A sport that can lend many lessons to investing but is not often 
referenced is sailing. On the water sailors must deal with powerful and unpredictable elements that 
require constant adjustments to new information, not unlike dealing with the markets. In sailing 
vernacular, when new puffs of breeze come across the sailing course they can take the form of ‘Knocks’ 
(knocking you off course) or ‘Lifts’ (lifting you towards your course). As we look into 2023 we see the 
credit market as volatile, holding the potential for Knocks and Lifts over the course of the year. 
 
Knocks 
 
We’ve written previously that the current pace of central bank hiking is the steepest in decades which 
has caused the economic outlook to diminish. Third quarter results showed corporate earnings have 
begun to roll over and forward-looking surveys are pointing to additional contraction. The ISM Services 
Purchasing Manager’s Index for December fell below 50 for the first time since 2008, and the Senior 
Loan Officer Survey has 40% of respondents tightening lending standards. Both surveys are now at 
levels historically associated with recessions. Despite these indications of recession risk, high yield 
spreads have not cheapened materially and stand around their long-term mean. Current high yield 
valuations are susceptible to more weakness if the macro-economic outlook continues to deteriorate. 
Another area containing potential Knocks is leveraged loans which have a coupon that floats with the 
overnight rate. Issuers that have relied on the leveraged loan market to finance themselves are now 
exposed to the steep rise in overnight rates as the interest cost of these loans has materially increased. 
Many of these companies are privately sponsored and highly levered and consequently we expect 
defaults to climb higher in this asset class.  

 
Lifts 
 
While it is difficult to argue that credit is cheap given the concerns about the economy there are several 
technical factors that provide lifts. The first of which is the discounted dollar price of high yield bonds. 
With the average dollar price below $90, high yield is near its lowest dollar price outside of a recession. 
Investing at low dollar prices improves the risk/reward relationship as an investor has less capital at risk 
than in high dollar price environments. Secondly, the high yield asset class is shrinking as 2022 saw the 
largest decline in high yield bonds outstanding on record. This was due to upgrades out of the asset 
class and into investment grade coupled with and a modest new issue market. Many high yield issuers 
have aggressively pushed out their maturities to take advantage of a lower interest rate environment and 
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are simply not coming to market at higher costs of capital. We expect that the high yield market will 
continue to shrink in 2023. Third, the quality of the high yield market has improved since the last 
recession. Higher quality BB rated bonds (the closest bond rating to investment grade) now account for 
more than 50% of the benchmark (around 10 percentage points more than before the Great Financial 
Crisis). Energy issuers who have historically been a problem sector during recessions, now have 
extremely strong balance sheets following several years of high energy prices and are more capable of 
navigating a recession than ever before. The combination of low dollar prices and a shrinking asset class 
skewed towards higher quality rating buckets suggests that high yield spreads may be more resilient 
than in the past. Finally, investment grade spreads are starting the year at attractive levels as a result of 
being pushed wider by an active new issue market and now offer attractive risk adjusted returns looking 
forward.  
 
For the market in 2023 we see conflicting forces at play, and it is difficult to gauge which way the wind is 
going to blow.  With a choppy outlook, we have positioned the portfolio towards a quality bias and high 
liquidity in order to take advantage of opportunities as they arise through the year. We are concentrating 
our positioning in high conviction issuers where we see stable/improving earnings, strategic assets, and 
positive catalysts. We are underweight issuers with unstable balance sheets and weak earnings profiles 
that are exposed to further macro-economic deterioration. As always, protecting capital is a top priority 
and we will maintain an active approach to managing the funds’ exposures.  

                                         
 
Dynamic Investment Grade Floating Rate Fund 
 
The Dynamic Investment Grade Floating Rate Fund (Series F) returned +1.55% in the fourth quarter.  
The Fund’s performance relative to its benchmark was driven by a relative overweight to credit and 
spread tightening during the quarter. At quarter-end, the Fund’s yield to maturity was 5.77% with a 
weighted-average credit rating of A and a low duration of 0.29 years.  This compares favorably to the 
broader Canadian bond universe which exhibits a lower yield-to-maturity yet much higher duration and 
interest rate sensitivity. The Fund serves as an attractive vehicle for investors looking to reduce volatility 
in their portfolio, earn a superior return compared to cash, and benefit from rising overnight rates. 
 
Dynamic Active Crossover Bond Fund 
 
The Dynamic Active Crossover Bond Fund returned 4.22% in the fourth quarter, outperforming its 
benchmark by 59bps. As the market rallied, we harvested positions in high dollar, non-convex bonds 
and rotated into low dollar priced bonds with good earnings potential and positive catalysts.  
 
At quarter-end, the Fund’s yield-to-maturity was 7.02%, 0.16% higher than its benchmark. Overall, we 
believe the Fund’s attractive yield coupled with exposure to low-dollar-priced credits presents a 
compelling risk/reward proposition for investors looking to gain exposure to credit without incurring 
significant default risk.  
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High Yield focused mandates  
 
Allocation to high yield across our funds remained quality biased and underweight CCC rated credits 
Cash was raised during the quarter via the sale of high dollar price, non-convex lines. Part of these 
proceeds were invested into companies with good earnings potential agnostic to macroeconomic 
headwinds.  
We also opportunistically allocated capital to investments in quality companies where bonds had 
disproportionally sold-off offering an attractive low dollar price entry point.  
 
The funds maintain a significant overweight in sectors that benefit from an inflationary environment, such 
as energy and mining, where we see stakeholder alignment, strong earnings profiles, and debt reduction 
activities driven by free cash flow generation. 
 
Dynamic Credit Spectrum Fund 
 
The Dynamic Credit Spectrum Fund (Series F) returned 3.04% in the fourth quarter, outperforming its 
benchmark.  At the end of the quarter, the yield-to-maturity of the Fund was 7.44%, while the Fund’s 
interest rate duration was 5.43 years. 
 
 
Dynamic Active Credit Strategies Private Pool 
 
The Dynamic Active Credit Strategic Private Pool (Series F) returned +3.02% in the fourth quarter, 
outperforming its benchmark. At the end of the quarter, the yield-to-maturity of the Fund was 7.38%, 
while the Fund’s interest rate duration was 5.36 years. 
 
Dynamic High Yield Bond Fund 
 
The Dynamic High Yield Bond Fund (Series F) returned 4.00% in the fourth quarter, performing in line 
with bench. Sector positioning and credit selection offset lower beta. The Fund remained underweight 
CCC rated credits vs its benchmark and cash was built during the quarter via the monetization of high 
dollar price non-convex lines. At the end of the quarter, the yield-to-maturity of the Fund was 8.08% while 
the Fund’s interest rate duration was 4.18 years. 
 
 
Thank you for your interest and support, 
 
The Specialized Credit Team  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Bloomberg 
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Annualized Returns (%) as of 12/31/2022 

 
1mth 3mth 6mth YTD 1 Yr 3 Yrs 5 Yrs 10 Yrs 

Since 
Inception 

Dynamic Investment Grade Floating Rate Fund  

Series A 0.3 1.4 2.1 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.8 - 0.9 

Series F 0.4 1.5 2.4 0.9 0.9 1.2 1.4 - 1.5 

Dynamic Active Investment Grade Floating Rate ETF 

DXV  
 0.4 1.6 2.4 0.9 0.9 1.6 - - 1.8 

FTSE Canada Floating Rate Note Index* 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.4 1.3 1.4 - 1.3 

Inception date: Sept 9, 2013 

Annualized Returns (%) as of 12/31/2022 

 
1mth 3mth 6mth YTD 1 Yr 3 Yrs 5 Yrs 10 Yrs 

Since 
Inception 

Dynamic Active Crossover Bond ETF 

DXO -0.7 4.2 2.8 -12.1 -12.1 0.5 2.4 - 3.0 
Bloomberg U.S. Corporate Crossover C$ 
Hedged 
 -0.5 4.0 1.5 -14.1 -14.1 -1.6 1.1 - 2.0 

Inception date: Jan 20, 2017 

Annualized Returns (%) as of 12/31/2022 

 
1mth 3mth 6mth YTD 1 Yr 3 Yrs 5 Yrs 10 Yrs 

Since 
Inception 

Dynamic Credit Spectrum Fund*  

Series A -1.3 2.8 2.8 -11.7 -11.7 -0.9 0.4 1.6 1.6 

Series F -1.2 3.0 3.2 -11.0 -11.0 0.0 1.3 2.5 2.5 

Blended benchmark* -1.2 2.9 2.2 -12.1 -12.1 -1.6 0.9 2.7 2.7 

Inception date: Dec 31, 2012, *Formerly Dynamic High Yield Credit Fund 

Dynamic Active Credit Strategies Private Pool  

Series A -1.3 2.8 2.8 -11.4 -11.4 -0.9 - - 0.8 

Series F -1.2 3.0 3.2 -10.7 -10.7 0.0 1.3 - 1.8 

Blended benchmark* -1.2 2.9 2.2 -12.1 -12.1 -1.6 0.9 - 2.0 

Series F Inception date: Jun 9, 2014 and Series A inception date October 10, 2018 
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Annualized Returns (%) as of 12/31/2022 

 
1mth 3mth 6mth YTD 1 Yr 3 Yrs 5 Yrs 10 Yrs 

Since 
Inception 

Dynamic High Yield Bond Fund 

Series A -1.1 3.7 3.2 -11.3 -11.3 -1.0 0.5 1.4 2.1 

Series F -1.0 4.0 3.8 -10.2 -10.2 0.2 1.8 2.6 4.7 

BBgBarc U.S. High Yield VLI (C$, Hdgd) -0.9 4.2 3.0 -12.5 -12.5 -1.5 1.0 3.1 6.2 
Series A inception date: Dec 1, 1995 and Series F inception date March 5, 2002 
Marc-André Gaudreau assumed management responsibilities for the Fund In March, 2013 

 

 
 

 

advisor.dynamic.ca 
 
Commissions, trailing commissions, management fees and expenses all may be associated with mutual fund investments. 
Please read the prospectus before investing. The indicated rates of return are the historical annual compound total returns 
including changes in unit values and reinvestment of all distributions does not take into account sales, redemption or option 
changes or income taxes payable by any security holder that would have reduced returns. Mutual funds are not guaranteed, 
their values change frequently and past performance may not be repeated. 
 
Views expressed regarding a particular company, security, industry or market sector are the views of the writer and should 
not be considered an indication of trading intent of any investment funds managed by 1832 Asset Management L.P. These 
views should not be considered investment advice nor should they be considered a recommendation to buy or sell.  
 
Dynamic Funds® is a registered trademark of its owner, used under license, and a division of 1832 Asset Management L.P. 

*Blended benchmark is 1/3 FTSE TMX Canada Universe Bond Index & 2/3 Bloomberg Barclays US High Yield VLI (C$, hedged). 

Source: Morningstar Direct, funds and index return as of December 31, 2022  

 


